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1 INT: VFW HALL - DAY - MASTER 1

The bar is a cold, dark room with warm, dim light. No one

at the tables, so no talk to fill the void. Two bodies on

barstools hunch over beers.

2 MEDIUM CLOSE 2

DELL, a textbook crusty war vet with gray hair and worn eyes

gulps the last hit. He sets the glass down hard. The sound

nearly echoes.

3 MEDIUM 3

At one end of the bar is LOU, a round, balding hipster

bartender. Someone who’d rather be alone. Reading a

newspaper.

4 MEDIUM WIDE 4

Dell leans over.

DELL

Christ Lou, this place is as dead

as Lindberg’s baby.

5 MEDIUM CLOSE 5

Lou looks up at Dell.

LOU

(slightly annoyed)

’Nother PBR then, sergeant major?

6 CLOSE UP 6

DELL

Does Reagan have his own airport? I

liked it when people called me

sergeant major. Twenty-seven years

in the US infantry should count for

something. They still called a

doctor doctor when he retired,

right?

7 CLOSE UP 7

LOU

(condescendingly)

Yes sergeant major, Reagan does

have his own airport, I think it’s

in New Jersey.



2.

8 MEDIUM CLOSE 8

ANGLE on Dell.

LOU (V.O.)

How about you, Gil? You

wannanother PBR while I’m here?

9 PAN TO: 9

10 MEDIUM CLOSE: 10

GIL, a man in his 20’s, cups a pint glass. It’s

half-full. Just how he sees it. One of those guys who

always wears sunglasses. He gives a farewell look to his

last buck, then pushes it slowly forward.

GIL

Yea, Lou. I’ll take another.

(turns to Dell)

You know, Dell. You should really

change up your verbiage.

11 TWO-SHOT: 11

DELL

My what?

GIL

Verbiage. Your diction. The way

you talk. You’ve been stuck using

these Cold War phrases since I’ve

known you. I think that that is

why you don’t have no luck with the

ladies.

12 EXTREME CLOSE UP: 12

The cherry of Gil’s cigarette lit up, reflecting off of his

sunglasses. He drops his hand and Dell’s face is

reflected. Competition brews.

DELL

Well here I was thinking that I

didn’t get laid because I hang out

with you at five in the afternoon

at the VFW.

LOU (V.O.)

It’s actually a quarter after two.
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13 TWO-SHOT: 13

GIL

Hanging out with me is all you

really have going Dell.

From behind them, afternoon tries to get in, as a young

couple enters.

14 TWO-SHOT: 14

The young couple looks as if they’ve stepped into another

dimension.

15 WIDE: 15

The YOUNG MAN gets to business.

YOUNG MAN

Can you tell us where the Siam

Society is?

Lou stares, and the others turn around. He

scratches. Always the same spot when he doesn’t know

something.

16 MEDIUM: 16

YOUNG MAN

It’s a Thai food restaurant.

17 MEDIUM CLOSE 17

Lou looks confused.

18 TWO-SHOT 18

LOU (V.O.)

Tie food? I’m sorry, sir. I don’t

know. You guys know?

Dell shakes his head and turns back around. More wet ears

that don’t know heroes when they see them. He lites another

Pall Mall.

19 MEDIUM CLOSE 19

The couple sits and orders drinks. Gil sees

opportunities. They mistook his wolfish grin for a friendly

smile. He flirts with the YOUNG WOMAN. Her boyfriend

doesn’t catch on.
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20 MEDIUM CLOSE 20

Lou reads the paper. Sound of a HAND SLAPPING the

table. He looks up.

21 MEDIUM 21

The young man interrupts Gil’s conversation with the young

woman.

YOUNG MAN

Oh Yeah!

22 MEDIUM CLOSE 22

YOUNG MAN (V.O.)

You’re the gambler anonymous guy on

that billboard on 112th and

Division!

Gil looks at his glass and gives his best attempt at

modesty. One sip left.

GIL

Guilty.

23 MEDIUM CLOSE 23

YOUNG WOMAN

Oh my god, do you really have a

prob-

24 MEDIUM CLOSE 24

Gil is prepared.

GIL

No. I’m an actor slash model.

Dell snorts. Gil ignores it, forges ahead.

GIL

I’ve done other stuff, too.

25 TWO-SHOT 25

The young man is interested.

GIL (V.O.)

I just had a national spot six

months ago. I think it’s still

airing.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (2) 5.

YOUNG MAN

Really?

He slaps the table.

26 MEDIUM CLOSE 26

Gil assumes the position, holding an invisible box. He talks

into the camera.

GIL

Be responsible. When you feel an

outbreak coming on, use

Herptrex. Herptrex clears up to

84% of all outbreaks within the

first 48 hours. Herptrex. The one

physicians trust.

27 MEDIUM CLOSE 27

YOUNG MAN

NO WAY! That’s you?

He slaps the counter again.

28 CLOSE UP 28

The ice cackles in Gil’s empty glass.

29 TILT UP 29

He looks at it, then at the young man.

30 MEDIUM WIDE 30

YOUNG MAN

Let us buy you a drink. What are

you having?

31 MEDIUM CLOSE 31

Lou comes over. Gil doesn’t hesitate.

GIL

Mirror Pond with a Cuervo Gold

shooter.

He turns and smiles.

GIL

Thank you very much.

He takes a sip, then starts another story.
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32 MONTAGE 32

Dell’s lips, talking and drinking.

The yound man’s eyes, wide and smiling.

Lou pouring and mixing.

Gil smoking.

The young woman’s watch, passing time.

33 TWO-SHOT 33

YOUNG MAN

Have you been in any movies?

The young woman leans against the young man.

GIL (V.O.)

I was offender number one in a

sexual discrimination video for

Nike. They had to show it to all

their employees worldwide.

YOUNG WOMAN

Hon, we really should be going.

34 TWO-SHOT 34

The young man asks for the check.

GIL

(desperate)

My buddy here is a war

hero. That’s why we’re here at the

VFW.

35 WIDE 35

The couple starts to gather their things. Settle their tab.

GIL

He was wounded in Iraq and

everything!

Dell nods his head and takes another smoke.
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36 TWO-SHOT 36

YOUNG WOMAN

Thank you for your service.

37 PAN/PUSH TO 37

38 MEDIUM 38

She ushers her beau out the door, between and behind Gil and

Dell. The light’s not as bright as before, and disappears

fast.

39 MEDIUM 39

DELL

(to Gil)

That was wrong as two boys kissing

in church on a Sunday!

GIL

What?!

DELL

You know.

GIL

I didn’t ask for the drinks. They

offered. And you really should

broaden your vocabulary and stop

using such derogatory

phrases. Homosexuals have the

right to fornicate where and when

they want to-

DELL

No you jack ass. I’m pissed that

they bought you a drink because you

had hemorroids and passed right

over the war hero.

Gil waits patiently waits for Dell’s anger to dissipate.

GIL

You’re not really a war hero.

DELL

Yeah well you didn’t really have

hemorroids.

GIL

Herpes.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (2) 8.

DELL

Whatever.

THE END


